
Shaking Hands with the Past 
Activity Instructions for teachers, parents and educators

Archaeology is about so much more than just digging for the remains of the past! 
Our web series, Shaking Hands with the Past, features our archaeology explainers 
investigating some of the most exciting finds in the York Archaeological Trust’s 
collection- with a little help from their historical friends!

These videos can be viewed by all ages, so you can watch one, two or more with 
your children to learn about York’s Viking and Medieval past. We have provided 
prompts below for you to discuss the different objects featured with the children.

If you want to do more, download our Curator’s Diary so that your children can 
imagine what it is like to work in a museum caring for these objects. Get them 
thinking like curators to interpret, care for and display objects in our collection.

You could pick your favourite video from Shaking Hands with the Past and complete 
the activities for that one object, or complete the Curator’s Diary for each of  
the objects in the four videos in a series and create a library of information  
about artefacts!

The activities in the Curator’s Diary support curriculum areas in literacy, science  
and technology, art and design and, of course, learning about our Viking and  
medieval history.

Prompts for Discussing the Shaking Hands with the Past Videos
Season One – Viking York

Episode 1: Viking Sock

• Why is it unusual for archaeologists to find socks?

• Where was the sock found?

• What does nalbinding mean?

• How many needles are used to make a nalbinded 
sock?

• How many examples of nalbinding are there in 
England?

• What are Helen’s two theories for why the colour 
at the top of the sock changes to red?

Episode 2: Viking Coin Die

• How many coin dies are used to stamp one coin?

• What tool is used to strike a coin?

• When were the St Peter’s pennies thought to have 
been made?

• Why might have coin dies have been stamped onto 
strips of lead?

• How can archaeologists work out who made 
Viking coins?

• What bird was the symbol on King Olaf’s coin?



Episode 3: Viking Board Game

• Can you name some of the different Viking toys 
and games that Jorund mentioned that Viking 
children play with?

• What does hnefatafl mean?

• How is hnefatafl different from chess?

• What type of wood is the gaming board made 
from?

• What different materials were Viking gaming 
pieces made from?

• Why did one gaming piece have a hole drilled 
through it?

Episode 4: Viking Instruments

• What modern instrument is the syrinx similar to?

• Do you think the syrinx would have most likely 
been a cheap or expensive possession? Why?

• When might Vikings place musical instruments?

• How many tubes are cut into the syrinx? 

• How do we know that Vikings might have played 
stringed instruments?

• How is the tuning peg decorated? What could the 
decorations represent?



Season Two – Medieval York
Episode 1: Archer’s Bracer

• What material is the bracer made from? 

• What other object is the archer’s bracer  
recycled from?

• How is the bracer fastened?

• What is the risk of not wearing a bracer when 
practicing archery?

• Why did medieval kings want many of their 
subjects to practice archery?

Episode 2: Ampullae

• What would be kept in an ampulla?

• What street was the ampulla mould excavated 
from? What was the other, less well-known name 
for it?

• What designs can be seen on Mistress Parkin’s 
ampulla?

• Where might a pilgrim visit in York?

• What sort of metal was found with the ampulla 
mould, and what might they have been used for?

Episode 3: Seal Matrices 

• What were seal matrices used for?

• Why were these seal matrices small?

• What is the special name for the text around the 
edge of a seal matrix?

• What job did the owner of the seal matrix do?

• Why is Mistress Parkin convinced that Thomas 
was a pious and trustworthy man (unlike the 
Vicars Choral!)?

Episode 4: Medieval Mystery Object

• What on what street was the mystery object 
found?

• What sort of activities did the Gilbertine Priors get 
up to?

• What material is it made from?

• What does Philip suggest the object was used for?

• What does Mistress Parkin suggest the object 
could be used for writing on?
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